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Rubrics: An Effective Feedback Tool

Rubrics can be part of the grading process, can lead to a grade, or can be a stand-alone feedback mechanism. They take the mystery out of grading, provide course expectations and feedback, and show students how they are being evaluated. They force professors to clarify what students need to achieve in content and performance standards. In addition, rubrics are useful in differentiating between levels of development in a specific area of performance and help students develop self-assessment/evaluation skills. 

Rubrics are also an essential component in an assessment process. It helps the instructor determine where more work may be needed or more time spent on a critical concepts or themes in their coursework.

To get you started we have provided you with a list of resources, though they are by no means exhaustive. Just Google “rubrics” and you will be amazed at all the resources that are available to you. You can even get quite specific in “googling” the type of rubric you are interested in. You can then adapt these models to your specific assignments.

Once developed, they make the grading process much easier and faster!

Some Sources: 

Stevens, D. D., Levi, A. J. (2005). Introduction to Rubrics. Stylus Publishing, LLC:Sterling, VA.

Website for Introduction to Rubrics: http://styluspub.com/resources/introductiontorubrics.aspx

Walvoord, B. E., Anderson, V. J. (1998). Effective Grading: A Tool for Learning and Assessment. Jossey-Bass:San Francisco, CA.

RubiStar Home. RubiStar is a tool to help the teacher who wants to use rubrics, but does not have the time to develop them from scratch. http:// rubistar.4teachers.org/

These templates are working spreadsheets with functions for total scores, etc. You may add new criteria and text to suit your needs. http://www.ncsu.edu/midlink/ho.html

Introduction to rubrics, how to create a rubric, and rubric bank. What a rubric is, why use rubrics, and tips on finding and building rubrics. http://www.tcet.unt.edu/START/instruct/general/rubrics.htm 

Rubric for a Research Project: http://www.sdst.org/shs/library/resrub.html

Research Process Rubric: http://www.scd99.k12.il.us/north/library

College Portfolio Guidelines and Rubric (Minneapolis Community and Technical College, please credit if you adapt). http://www.minneapolis.edu/library/courses/infs1000/Research%20Portfolio.doc

Annotated Bibliography Rubric (UW-Eau Claire): http://www.uwec.edu/markgris/lmed/Rubric.pdf

Annotated Bibliography Rubric (Concordia College): http://www.4.cord.edy/CCAngelUploads/Content/FALL-CORD-INQ-100-5009/ assoc/061016HGR03Y/Annotated Bibliography Rubric 06.doc


Below is a sample of a Case Study Rubric.

CASE STUDY RUBRIC



      LEVEL 4
       LEVEL 3
     LEVEL 2
      LEVEL 1
Identification of the Main Issues/ Problems
Identifies & understands all of the main issues in the case study – thorough description of disease/pathology. 
Identifies and understands most of the main issues in the case study – good description of disease/pathology. 
Identifies and understands some of the issues in the case study – some description of disease/pathology
Identifies and understands few of the issues in case study – much of the description of the disease/pathology is missing. 
Identification of Structures Involved in Pathology
Identifies all structures affected
Identifies most structures affected
Identifies some structures affected
Identifies few structures affected
Description  of Physiological Changes due to Pathology 
Describes all functional changes
Describes most functional changes
Describes some functional changes
Describes few functional changes
Analysis of the Issues
Insightful and thorough analysis of the impact of structure on function
Thorough analysis of most of the impact of structure on function
Superficial analysis of some of the impact of structure on function
Incomplete analysis of the impact of structure on function
Writing Skills
Writing is organized and  totally free of punctuation and spelling errors; sentences are totally grammatical
 
Report of the episode is very concise; word choice is exceptional
Writing is mostly organized and  free of punctuation and spelling errors; sentences are totally grammatical 
.
Report could be tightened a little; word choice is acceptable but lacks zing
Writing has some  organization but there are more than occasional errors in punctuation and spelling; sentences are mostly grammatical

Report could be tightened quite a lot; word choice could be better
Writing lacks  organization with frequent errors in punctuation and spelling; sentences are often ungrammatical   

 
Report of the episode is extremely long-winded; poor word choice.
Research and Citations 
Excellent research into the issues with clearly documented links to class and outside readings; sources selected are solid (primary peer reviewed) and  cited in text and in Reference section in APA style
Good research and documented links to the material read; sources selected are mostly solid and citations are cited in text and in Reference section in APA style
Limited research and documented links to any readings; sources lack depth or may be inappropriate; some errors in how citations are cited in text and/or in Reference section but APA style mainly implemented 
Incomplete research and links to any readings; sources selected are weak, inappropriate with many errors in how citations are cited in text and/or in Reference section; APA style not followed




Some Sample Rubric Templates (adapted from Stevens and Levi [2005], Introduction to Rubrics) 

Title
Task Description

Scale Level 1
Scale Level 2
Scale Level 3
Dimension 1



Dimension 2



Dimension 3



Dimension 4





Title
Task Description

Excellent
Competent
Needs Work
Dimension 1



Dimension 2



Dimension 3



Dimension 4




Other Possible Scoring Terminology: 
High Mastery, Average Mastery, Low Mastery 
Exemplary, Competent, Developing 
Excellent, Average, Weak
Professional, Adequate, Needs Work, You’re Fired
Exemplary, Accomplished, Developing, Beginning 


Title
Description of Dimensions on an Oral Presentation

Criteria
Excellent
Competent
Needs Work
Knowledge/understanding:
20%/20 points
Demonstrates a depth of understanding by using relevant and accurate research and citations. Research is thorough and goes beyond what was discussed and/or presented in class.



Thinking/inquiry: 20%/20 points
Work is centered on a thesis with a highly developed sense of awareness and conceptual ability.



Communication: 20%/20 points
Work is imaginative and effective in conveying ideas to the audience. Presenter responds effectively to audience reactions and questions.



Use of visual aids: 20%/20 points
Presentation includes appropriate and easily understood visual aids, which the presenter refers to and explains at appropriate moments in the presentation.



Presentation skills: 20%/20 points
Presenter speaks clearly and loudly enough to be heard, using eye contact, a lively tone, gestures and body language to engage the audience.





Title
Description of Dimensions on an Oral Presentation

Excellent
Competent
Needs Work
Knowledge/understanding:
20%/20 points
Demonstrates a depth of understanding by using relevant and accurate research and citations. Research is thorough and goes beyond what was discussed and/or presented in class.
Presentation uses knowledge that is generally accurate with only minor inaccuracies and is generally relevant to thesis. 
Research is adequate but does not go much beyond what was presented in class or in text.
Presentation uses little relevant or accurate information, not even what was presented in class or in the text. Little or no research apparent.
Thinking/inquiry: 20%/20 points
Work is centered on a thesis with a highly developed sense of awareness and conceptual ability.
Presentation shows an analytical structure and central thesis, but the analysis is under developed or linked to the thesis.
Presentation shows no analytical structure or central thesis.
Communication: 20%/20 points
Work is imaginative and effective in conveying ideas to the audience. Presenter responds effectively to audience reactions and questions.
Presentation techniques used are effective in conveying main ideas, but are unimaginative. Some questions from the audience remain unanswered.
Presentation fails to capture the interest of the audience and/or is confusing.
Use of visual aids: 20%/20 points
Presentation includes appropriate and easily understood visual aids, which the presenter refers to and explains at appropriate moments in the presentation.
Presentation includes appropriate visual aids, but these are too few, in a format that makes them difficult to use, understand, or does not refer to or explain them.
Presentation includes no visual aids or visual aids that are inappropriate, too small, or messy to be understood. No mention of the visual aids is made in the presentation.
Presentation skills: 20%/20 points
Presenter speaks clearly and loudly enough to be heard, using eye contact, a lively tone, gestures and body language to engage the audience.
Presenter speaks clearly and loudly enough to be heard but tends to drone, fails to use eye contact, gestures, and body language consistently or effectively.
Presenter cannot be heard and/or speaks unclearly, so cannot be well understood. No attempt is made to engage the audience through eye contact, gestures, or body language. 


